Staff and Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staff and Students</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior Scientists</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliate Scientists</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSRC/CRU Members</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Researchers</strong></td>
<td><strong>478</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fellows</th>
<th>430</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Students</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Trainees</strong></td>
<td><strong>798</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Technical and Support Staff | 1170 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Space</th>
<th>637,000 sq ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>1284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Funding</td>
<td>$189,257,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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These are the hallmarks of a research hospital—a unique institution combining excellence in clinical practice with innovation and discovery.

UHN is Canada’s leading research hospital. Read on to find out why.
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UHN salutes outgoing IRAB Chair
Dr. Victor Ling (2002-2005).

University Health Network has global impact as its goal: to impact on understanding disease, to impact on patient care, and to impact on medical history.

At the basis of our drive to impact is innovation: the ability to develop and use new tools to establish the basis for disease, and to translate research findings into data-driven treatment advances.

But fundamental to all of this are our patients, who inspire us: to prevent illness, to develop better treatments, and to improve their quality of life.

Our research programs are critical in this process. I invite you to read on to learn more.

Dr. Robert S. Bell
President and CEO

Advances in Research

Fifteen years ago there were few successful ways to manage advanced Parkinson's disease; today there are two important surgical methods in wide use and showing great promise in reducing motor complications. Five years ago we hadn't heard of SARS; today we have a PCR-based test for it, and a potential treatment should it emerge again. Three years ago there was no treatment for advanced incurable prostate cancer; today men with this disease have novel options that can improve and extend life.

These three advances in care—and many others like them—were pioneered at UHN, where innovation and care are interrelated. Thus UHN researchers, hospital staff and patients are critical partners in our mission as a research hospital.

Another important set of partners are funding agencies and governments. There has been an extraordinary commitment on the part of federal and provincial governments which has translated into major increases in UHN annual research spending. In the last seven years our funding has increased from $77M to $189M and we have more than doubled our research space to 637,000 sq ft. UHN also values its relationships with private sector partners whose complementary skills and funding capacity help us to achieve our goals.

Both groups recognize research hospitals as part of their investment in innovation and competitiveness agendas.

Philanthropy also plays a large part in putting the “research” into the research hospital. The three UHN Foundations—Princess Margaret Hospital Foundation, Toronto General & Western Hospital Foundation and the Arthritis & Autoimmunity Research Centre Foundation—help fund core research programs and provide the base upon which UHN investigators were able to raise sufficient funds to support a research team that now numbers more than 2400. This team, our scientists and clinician-scientists, our technical and support staff, and our students and fellows, are the most important contributors to UHN’s drive to global impact in health care.

They, along with our colleagues at the University of Toronto and other Toronto Academic Health Science Network institutions, are co-creating the dynamic intellectual environment—the inspiration, innovation and impact—that is the defining characteristic of our research hospital.

Dr. Christopher J. Paige
Vice President, Research
New OCI Division Heads Named
(May 2005) In the first phase of OCI divisional re-structuring, five new divisions headed by Drs. Fei-Fei Liu, Linda Penn, Rob Rottapel, Brian Wilson and Mitsu Ikura are created. In early 2006 a new division headed by Dr. Gary Rodin is added.

Dr. Bob Bell Installed as UHN’s New President & CEO
(June 2005) A clinician, researcher and administrator, Dr. Bell was formerly Chief Operating Officer, PMH, and Medical Director of the UHN Oncology Program.

First MaRS Moves
(August 2005) The first wave of UHN tenants—the UHN Research Business Development Office and UHN Global Ventures—moves into the new MaRS Centre Heritage Building.

Trainees Get CREdiT
(September 2005) UHN trainees are the focus as UHN creates its first ever Centre for Research Education and Training (CREdiT), a hub for institute-specific information about policies, lab training and funding as well as a link to the University of Toronto for trainee issues.

Research Day Marked
(October 2005) The UHN Research community gathers for UHN Research Day. Five hundred attendees enjoy poster sessions and a keynote address on regenerative medicine. Coincident with Research Day, the UHN International Research Advisory Board says farewell to outgoing Chair Dr. Victor Ling and welcomes incoming Chair Dr. Philip Branton and new members Drs. Victor Dzau and Ralph Steinman.

PMH Stem Cell Pioneers Recognized
(September 2005) Drs. James Till and Ernest McCulloch are honoured with the 2005 Albert Lasker Award for Basic Medical Research. Recognition continues in October, when they are awarded a Royal Society medal. Dr. McCulloch’s fifty-year scientific career is celebrated in spring 2006 with a symposium featuring speakers from Stanford University, MD Anderson Cancer Centre and Dana Farber Cancer Institute.

Drs. James Till and Ernest McCulloch are two of the pioneers in the field of stem cell research. Their work has laid the foundation for much of the research that is being conducted today. Their contributions have been recognized with the 2005 Albert Lasker Award for Basic Medical Research. In addition, they were also awarded the Royal Society medal in October. Their scientific career has been celebrated in spring 2006 with a symposium featuring speakers from Stanford University, MD Anderson Cancer Centre and Dana Farber Cancer Institute.
New Corporate Tool Streamlines Information Access

(November 2005) UHN launches its new Research Intranet v 2.0, a newly revamped version developed in a collaborative project involving Research Support Services departments and the Research community.

Drug Discovery Goes International With New Collaboration

(November 2005) A new laboratory opened by UHN halfway around the world will accelerate a drug development program aimed at cancer, cardiovascular disease and other disorders. The Shanghai-Toronto Institute for Health Research is a joint initiative between UHN and two member institutes of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

The same day, the UHN Research programs at TMDT are celebrated with a symposium attended by researchers and industry and with a keynote address by UHN President and CEO Dr. Bob Bell.

New Sponsored Award Announced

(March 2006) UHN welcomes support from Johnson & Johnson Corporate Office of Science and Technology in the form of a new Development Acceleration Award. Funded jointly with UHN Global Ventures, this award will provide up to $1M to accelerate the commercialization of discoveries in diagnostics, medical devices and new therapies by UHN researchers over three years.

Research Tower Fills

(October 2005) A long-awaited milestone as UHN researchers reach new heights in the recently constructed laboratories of the Toronto Medical Discovery Tower (TMDT) at MaRS.

$393M for Research in UHN Fundraising Campaign

(June 2006) The UHN Foundations announce the culmination of their ambitious five-year fundraising campaign. A record 71% of the $554M raised supports research programs at UHN.
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Staff and Students
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Recent Findings

Cancer Metastasis: Molecule Critical
Drs. Tak Mak and Rama Khokha have discovered that the molecular switch RhoC is crucial for tumour metastasis—the spread of cancer from one part of the body to another.

The researchers showed that in mice that lack RhoC, cancer cells are less likely to spread, as they are smaller, less mobile and fewer in number than cancer cells from normal mice.

“Notably, the absence of RhoC in mice does not affect other normal cell functions or immune responses,” says Dr. Mak. “This implies that the RhoC pathway may be a suitable target for cancer therapies.”

*Genes Dev. 2005 Sep 1;19(17):1974-9.*

Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research and Amgen Inc.

Lung Cancer: Drug Prolongs Survival in International Study
A National Cancer Institute of Canada Clinical Trials Group study, led by Dr. Frances Shepherd in collaboration with Dr. Andrea Bezjak and 17 other researchers from eight different countries, showed that erlotinib—a drug that curbs cells from growing and multiplying—can prolong survival for some non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients who have been treated previously.

The study, evaluating 731 patients, showed that there was a 42.5 percent improvement in the average survival of patients who were treated with erlotinib compared to patients who were given a placebo. The patients who received erlotinib also had an improved quality of life: their symptoms of pain, shortness of breath and cough were decreased, and their physical function was significantly better.

“Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among men and women in North America,” says Dr. Shepherd. “Once NSCLC patients have been given one or two rounds of chemotherapy their treatment options become limited. This drug now offers a new alternative for patients who previously had no other options for therapy.”
Heart Disease: Eliminating a Dynamic Duo May Provide New Treatment

Research by Zameaneh Kassiri, a postdoctoral fellow in Dr. Rama Khokha's lab, in collaboration with TGRI researchers Drs. Gavin Oudit, Peter Backx and Peter Liu, has provided some key clues into why the heart becomes enlarged in heart disease patients.

In a mouse model of heart failure, the researchers blocked two molecules—matrix metalloproteinases (which regulate the structures that support tissues) and TNFα (which is elevated in patients with heart disease)—completely preventing heart enlargement in these mice. These researchers further established a novel connection between the two pathways through a physiological inhibitor of metalloproteinase called TIMP-3.

"From previous research we knew that TNFα was involved in heart disease, but targeting it alone has been shown to be an ineffective treatment for patients," says Dr. Khokha. "By investigating other avenues, our findings have provided a basis for a new combination therapy for treating patients with heart disease—a leading cause of death in North America."

In Circ Res. 2005 Aug 19; 97(4):380-90. Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada, National Science Foundation and National Institutes of Health (US)

Cell Structure: Microtubule Machinery Unmasked

Using crystallography, NMR and mutational analysis, a team led by Dr. Mitsu Ikura and postdoctoral fellow Ikuko Hayashi has discovered the structural basis for microtubule activation by two plus-end tracking proteins—the carboxy-terminal dimerization domain of EB1 and the microtubule binding domain of a dynactin subunit p150Glued. Microtubules are structures that play an essential role in cytoskeleton remodeling such as chromosomal segregation events during mitosis. They have intrinsic polarity with plus-ends that grow quickly towards the outside edge of the cell and minus-ends that are anchored at the centrosome, the microtubule organizing centre.

"We found that microtubule assembly is dependent on the interaction between the flexible tail region of EB1 and the binding sites of p150Glued, changing the way we model this process," says Dr. Ikura. "Now, we think that EB1 is the key regulator and that other proteins, such as p150Glued, are coming together with EB1 to activate this process."

In Mol Cell. 2005 Aug 19; 19(4):449-60. Supported by National Cancer Institute of Canada, Canadian Institutes of Health Research and Canada Research Chairs Program

Cancer Genetics: Breaking News at DNA Break Sites

UHN researchers Drs. Robert Bristow and Lothar Lilge, in collaboration with researchers in Toronto, the US and the UK, recently found evidence that damaged DNA in a cell binds a specific form of the tumour suppressor protein p53—a molecule essential to the cell’s ability to sense and repair damaged DNA.

Using novel microscopy methods developed within UHN, the team recorded where p53 was found in the cell following different types of DNA damage. They discovered that only a
phosphorylated form of p53 (modified by the addition of phosphate groups) interacted with DNA repair proteins and accumulated at sites of DNA damage.

Mutation and altered phosphorylation of p53 proteins are common in cancer cells and can reduce the response to cancer therapy.

**Damaged DNA binds to a specific form of the tumour suppressor molecule p53, opening new possibilities for cancer therapies**

“Determining what specific forms of p53 direct DNA repair opens up new possibilities for cancer therapies that work by targeting the cancer cell’s response to DNA damage,” says Dr. Bristow.

*Cancer Res. 2005 Dec 1;65(23):10810-21.*

**Supported by Canada Foundation for Innovation, Princess Margaret Hospital Foundation, National Cancer Institute of Canada, Canadian Institutes of Health Research, US Department of Energy and Cancer Research UK**

**Chemotherapy: Drug “Pressures” Tumours to Respond**

A drug that disrupts blood vessels in tumours may improve the effectiveness of anti-cancer drugs according to a recent study by UHN researchers Drs. Richard Hill, Alex Vitkin and Michael Milosevic. The team investigated how the fluid pressure level in a tumour—known as the interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) level—was impacted by this drug in vivo studies.

Tumours with high IFP levels have been linked to poor prognosis for cancer patients, perhaps because high pressure hinders therapeutic drugs from penetrating the tumour. The research team showed that a blood vessel disrupting drug, ZD6126, reduces the IFP level and kills almost all the tumour cells in the centre of the tumour but its efficacy depends on the IFP level.

“Our research gave the surprising result that even drugs which disrupt blood vessels within tumours have reduced efficacy when the tumour has a high IFP level. The results suggest that careful scheduling of the use of such drugs in conjunction with other anti-cancer drugs will be needed to obtain the maximum benefit in the treatment of cancer patients,” says Dr. Hill.


**Supported by National Cancer Institute and Terry Fox Foundation**
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Central Sleep Apnea and Heart Failure: Treatment Shows Improvement

A team of researchers led by Drs. Douglas Bradley, Alexander Logan and John Floras recently showed that treatment with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) in patients with both central sleep apnea and heart failure reduced the frequency of central sleep apnea episodes and improved other health factors.

Central sleep apnea is caused by disordered signaling in the brain, leading to interruptions in breathing during sleep. The disorder lowers quality of life and is linked to increased death rates in patients with chronic heart failure.

CPAP devices have benefited patients with obstructive sleep apnea, but this study, involving 258 patients and lasting from 1998 to 2004, was the first to prove a beneficial effect in patients with both central sleep apnea and heart failure. Patients treated with CPAP had greater alleviation of central sleep apnea, and greater improvements in cardiac function and exercise capacity, and greater reductions in sympathetic nervous system activity, than patients who did not receive CPAP.

“Surprisingly, the trial revealed that while...
CPAP improves several physiological outcomes for patients with both conditions, it does not significantly improve their long-term survival rates. This may be due to the relatively small number of patients involved that did not allow a difference in death rates to emerge,” says Dr. Bradley.

“This points to the need for further research into appropriate treatment options for patients with both disorders. However, we did show that CPAP is effective in improving cardiovascular function and exercise capacity, which are important outcomes for heart failure patients.”


Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Healthdyne, Respironics, ResMed, Tyco Healthcare, Canada Research Chair Program and Heart and Stroke Foundation of Ontario

**Inflammatory Diseases: Missing Molecule Stops Signals in Their Tracks**

Drs. Gregory Downey and Patrick Shannon led a team that discovered that the Meg2 protein has a crucial role in the early development of mice and the activation of white blood cells in adult mice. Meg2 is an enzyme that helps cells develop properly and communicate with each other by regulation secretion.

By transplanting embryonic liver stem cells lacking Meg2 into a strain of mice, the researchers discovered that Meg2 is important to the correct functioning of lymphocytes and platelets. Lymphocytes that lacked Meg2 could not properly respond to the immune system's activation signals.

“These findings could help to understand diseases related to defects in the activation of white blood cells during innate and inflammatory responses,” says Dr. Downey. “Further research into Meg2’s role in cell signalling could lead to treatments for inflammatory diseases.”


Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Ontario Thoracic Society and National Institutes of Health (US)

**Anorexia Nervosa: Study Suggests Antidepressant Does Not Prevent Relapse**

A recent study led by UHN’s Dr. Allan S. Kaplan and Columbia University’s Dr. B. Timothy Walsh found that taking the commonly prescribed antidepressant fluoxetine does not reduce the risk of relapse for patients with anorexia nervosa—an eating disorder where individuals have a distorted body image and are obsessed with maintaining a low, and often unhealthy, body weight.

Many patients with anorexia nervosa relapse following treatment. The research team—which included UHN’s Drs. Marion Olmsted, Jacqueline Carter, Blake Woodside and Ms Wendi Rockert—examined the effects of taking the antidepressant fluoxetine on the time-to-relapse for patients with anorexia nervosa.

“Surprisingly, our study discovered no difference in time-to-relapse rates between patients who took fluoxetine and those who took the

“This finding calls into question the current practice of prescribing antidepressants for anorexia and stresses the need for alternative therapies including psychotherapy and innovative medications”

Carter, Blake Woodside and Ms Wendi Rockert—examined the effects of taking the antidepressant fluoxetine on the time-to-relapse for patients with anorexia nervosa.

“Surprisingly, our study discovered no difference in time-to-relapse rates between patients
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placebo,” says Dr. Kaplan. “This finding calls into question the current practice of prescribing antidepressants for this disease and stresses the need for alternative therapies including psychotherapy and innovative medications.”

JAMA. 2006 Jun 14; 295(22):2605-12. Supported by National Institutes of Health (US)

Heart Failure: Enzymes at the “Heart” of Structural Changes

The discovery by UHN researchers Drs. Ren-Ke Li and Richard Weisel that a family of enzymes called the disintegrin metalloproteases is associated with structural changes in the heart could lead to new treatment options for congestive heart failure.

Says Dr. Li, “We discovered that the levels of disintegrin metalloproteases in heart tissues of congestive heart failure mirror the pattern of structural changes, indicating that there is a relationship of some type. There is a good possibility that these enzymes could prove to be targets for therapies to prevent congestive heart failure.”

Over 200,000 Canadians are affected by congestive heart failure and it is the leading cause of hospital admission among the elderly.

Circulation. 2006 Jan 17;113(2):238-245. Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research and Heart and Stroke Foundation of Ontario

Coronary Artery Disease: Discovery “Stresses” New Direction for Blood Vessel Repair

A recent finding from the laboratory of UHN’s Dr. Lowell Langille sheds light on blood vessel disorders, including the narrowing of blood vessels that occurs with coronary artery disease and when therapies to correct this disease fail.

Cells that line the interior of blood vessels are able to change their shape in response to the shear stress of blood flowing over their surfaces. As these cells—vascular endothelial cells—stretch and flatten in response to shear stress, the cell’s internal machinery becomes organized in a single direction—a phenomenon called planar cell polarity. Blood vessel repair is influenced by the direction in which the cells are polarized. The team found that the molecule GSK-3β is critical to this process.

“By manipulating the activity of GSK-3β we have, for the first time, shown that a single cell type can reverse the direction of its polarity,” says Dr. Langille. “This capacity to manipulate cellular polarity may lead to improvements in the treatment of blood vessel diseases, and other disorders, by enhancing the cell’s own repair mechanisms.”

Circ Res. 2006 Apr 14;98(7):939-46. Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research and Canadian Hypertension Society
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Recent Findings

Alzheimer’s Disease: Finding Offers New Therapeutic Targets
The discovery that a molecule—TMP21—is involved in the accumulation of a toxin in the brain could have a profound impact on the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). AD is the most common cause of dementia in older people and an estimated 290,000 Canadians currently have the condition.

UHN’s Dr. Peter St George-Hyslop led a research team that determined TMP21 is a key molecule in the biological processes that produce a toxic compound called amyloid beta. This toxin accumulates around nerve cells in the brain, causing them to die and the brain to degenerate.


Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Canadian Institutes of Health Research-Japan Science and Technology Trust, Alzheimer’s Society of Ontario, Ontario Research & Development Challenge Fund and Canada Foundation for Innovation

Eye Development: Gene Bars Rod Development in the Retina
A team headed by UHN researcher Dr. Rod Bremner found that the gene Chx10 directly controls retinal cell development by discouraging cells from becoming ‘rods’—a type of photoreceptor cell.

Rods and cones are the two types of retinal cells that capture and process light, helping us to see. A number of eye diseases are caused by the loss of rod cells, including retinitis pigmentosa, a progressive degenerative eye disease affecting one in 4000 people.

By manipulating Chx10 expression in the...
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retina, the researchers discovered that the gene promotes progenitor cells to become bipolar neuron cells—the first in a series of nerve cells that transmit visual information to the brain—diverting them from becoming rods.

“In the early stage of retinal development, Chx10 is required for retinal cells to multiply. We found that, later on, retinal cells multiply even without Chx10. However, at this stage Chx10 is required to control what type of cells are produced. Thus Chx10 changes jobs in mid-career,” explains Dr. Bremner, a member of UHN’s Vision Science Research Program. “Our findings could help in discovering new treatments for eye disease, such as using stem cells to produce new rods.”

PNAS. 2006 Mar 28;103(13):4988-93. Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research

Spinal Cord Injury: Adult Stem Cells Offer Growing Hope

The discovery that transplantation of adult brain stem cells into the sites of spinal cord injuries (SCI) in rats helps restore mobility could lead to improved treatment for SCI in humans. SCI can affect the body’s ability to send signals to and from the brain, leading to paralysis.

In a study led by UHN’s Dr. Michael Fehlings and postdoctoral fellow Soheila Karimi, the adult brain stem cells were able to multiply and replace missing spinal cord cells as well as partially regrow the missing myelin sheath—a coating around nerve cells that permits them to carry signals to and from the brain.

“The treatment actually improved movement and coordination in rats with SCI. Although further research is needed, our work confirms that adult brain stem cells show strong potential for treating SCI,” says Dr. Fehlings.

J Neurosci. 2006 Mar 29;26(13):3377-3389. Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Stem Cell Network, Ontario Neurotrauma Foundation, Christopher Reeve Paralysis Foundation and Sam Schmidt Paralysis Foundation

Brain Injury: Killer Molecule Identified in Immune Cells

Dr. Lyanne Schlichter’s lab has shown that a gate on the surface of microglia called Kv1.3 allows these immune cells of the brain to kill neurons following brain injury and in disease states.

Many central nervous system disorders involve inflammation, a process that is orchestrated by microglia. Thus there is considerable interest in anti-inflammatory strategies that target microglia. Microglia wreak their destruction
by producing oxygen free radicals—a dangerously reactive form of oxygen.

“This discovery offers a new strategy for controlling microglia and hence reducing neuronal death,” says Dr. Schlichter. “We are now testing drugs that inhibit Kv1.3 in animal models for stroke and neurotrauma.”

Supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research and Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada

**Understanding Brain Function:**

**New Method Produces Active Neurotoxins**

A new production method developed by Dr. Shuzo Sugita and colleagues that will enable neuroscientists to study the structure-function relationships of molecules involved in neurotransmission has already led to insights into the process of exocytosis.

Using a new prokaryotic expression system, Dr. Sugita succeeded in generating a series of active alpha-latrotoxins, a powerful neurotoxin isolated from black widow spider venom and studied for its ability to induce exocytosis in cells.

“The new method allowed us to truncate alpha-latrotoxin to test the effect of structural variants on calcium-dependent exocytosis,” says Dr. Sugita. “Using it we showed that the toxin requires a free N-terminus and C-terminal ankyrin-like repeats to form pores, and that receptor binding alone was insufficient to stimulate calcium-dependent exocytosis. We anticipate this method will be useful in studying the mechanisms of other active molecules and possibly in developing new research or clinical tools.”

Supported by Canada Research Chairs Program, Canadian Institutes of Health Research and Premier’s Research Excellence Program (Ontario)

**Arthritis: Sleep Problems Linked to Joint Pain**

Pain is a major cause of sleep difficulties in individuals with arthritis, according to a large-scale study that analyzed data from more than 130,000 people across Canada.

Little was previously known about the role of pain in the relationship between arthritis and sleep problems, leading UHN’s Dr. Elizabeth Badley and her research team to analyze data from the 2000/2001 Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS), which includes data on individuals representing all demographics of Canadian society.

“The rate of sleep problems for individuals with arthritis was found to be approximately double that of the general population,” says Dr. Badley. “Most sleep problems in arthritis sufferers were due to pain,” she continued. “Our results suggest that it is important for Canadians to manage pain appropriately.”

Arthritis and insomnia symptoms are common disorders, afflicting approximately one in six and one in seven Canadians respectively. Sleep problems have far-reaching consequences that extend into other aspects of quality of life, including work and academic performance.

Supported by Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

Analyzing data from a survey including 130,000 Canadians, the TWRI team found that the rate of sleep problems in individuals with arthritis was twice that of the general population.
It takes vision, teamwork, and resources to create a research tower, and 2005/06 saw the realization of 5 years of sustained effort. A critical piece of UHN’s strategic plan, the creation of the Toronto Medical Discovery Tower (TMDT) located on College and Elizabeth streets, is the first major expansion of UHN research space in more than a decade. This fifteen-floor, 400,000 sq ft building has been designed to house state-of-the-art biomedical research facilities including some of Toronto’s most advanced programs in genomics, proteomics, integrative biology, infectious disease, image-guided therapy, structural biology, regenerative medicine, stem cell research and drug discovery.

UHN has been a key player in the TMDT development from day one. The MaRS complex is on lands formerly owned by UHN and contiguous to the UHN campus. UHN has signed a thirty-year lease on the tower space and, along with ABE, formed a joint venture group to design, build and operate the facility.

Thanks to donors and federal and provincial grants won by UHN research teams, a substantial proportion of the fit out costs are already paid for. Currently UHN labs occupy nine floors, with five additional floors rented by neighbouring hospitals and one public floor with retail tenants.

Tenants also enjoy the social aspects of the new building. “It is a great opportunity to be with a group of like-minded colleagues, and offers many new avenues for collaboration,” says Dr. John Dick, TGRI Senior Scientist and part of the stem cell group on the eighth floor.

The impact on UHN overall has been significant. “We allocated space in TMDT using a ‘programmatic’ approach that has led to some very innovative groupings including new centres and programs,” says Dr. Christopher J. Paige, Vice President, Research. “It’s allowed us to hire new talent as well as provide better space utilization for our established research teams. And of course it’s freed up space in other buildings to create and consolidate other programs—for example, the new translational research area in OCI/PMH.”

UHN’s expansion into the Toronto Medical Discovery Tower was made possible by Canada Foundation for Innovation and the Province of Ontario and generous donors: the Campbell Family; Weekend to End Breast Cancer Walkers for Breast Cancer Research; Robert & Cheryl McEwen; Sandra Rotman; and the WB Family Foundation. Ongoing support provided by the Princess Margaret Hospital Foundation, the Toronto General & Western Hospital Foundation and the Arthritis & Autoimmunity Research Centre Foundation.

### Toronto Medical Discovery Tower: Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 2000</td>
<td>MaRS incorporates as a not-for-profit founded by leaders from academic/scientific and business sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 2000</td>
<td>First monies received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2001</td>
<td>UHN Board approves agreement of sale of lands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2002</td>
<td>MaRS in partnership with UHN completes successful bond financing of $100M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2003</td>
<td>Construction on base building commences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2003</td>
<td>Concept design of interior finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
May 2004
Concrete structure of base building complete

October 2004
Glass enclosure complete

December 2004
Detail design complete

January 2005
Base building systems complete

May 2005
MaRS Centre opens

August 2005
RBDO and GV move into MaRS Centre

September 2005
Official MaRS opening

October 2005

November 2005
Launch of UHN programs in TMDT

“It is a great opportunity to be with a group of like-minded colleagues, and offers many new avenues for collaboration.
Dr. John Dick

“It’s allowed us to hire new talent as well as provide better space utilization for our established research teams.
Dr. Christopher J. Paige
“Magnetic North”:
Attracting the World’s Research Talent to Canada

B eing a research hospital means hiring the best researchers and scientist-clinicians. In recent years UHN has attracted a substantial number of highly-qualified new investigators—many from leading institutes internationally.

“UHN is creating a magnetic attraction in health sciences, bringing some of the most promising and renowned scientists and clinicians from around the world to Toronto,” said Dr. Bob Bell, President and CEO. “These leaders are choosing to come here largely because of the rich and supportive environment we’ve created through the success of our fundraising campaign and the deep pool of talent already in place.”

“The ability of UHN to recruit talent of this kind underscores our role as a leading research hospital. But it really is a tribute to the excellence of our existing research staff,” said Dr. Christopher J. Paige, Vice President, Research. “Their expertise and commitment—and the rising investment in Canada’s human capital—fuels innovation that is leading to better understanding of disease.”

UHN’s precedent-setting fundraising campaign has enabled UHN to attract and retain leading talent, as well as purchase new capital equipment, increase research space including building the new Toronto Medical Discovery Tower at MaRS, and establish 40 new research chairs bringing the total to 60.

Launched in November 2002, the campaign had an initial goal of $400-million, ultimately raising a total of $554 million by June 2006 — a Canadian record for hospital fundraising.
Tony Lam, PhD
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York
Appointed to the John Kitson McIvor (1915-1942) Chair in Diabetes Research

Thomas Kislinger, PhD
University of Toronto
Proteomics expert researching biomarkers for early detection of cancer

Benjamin Neel, MD, PhD
Harvard Medical School
Renowned cancer cell researcher recruited to UHN as Director of the Ontario Cancer Institute (OCI) at PMH

Lakshmi Kotra, PhD
University of Toronto
Medicinal chemist using 3-D computer modelling, biochemistry and structural biology to design new drugs

Rudiger von Harzdonf, MD
Charite University Hospitals, Germany
Holds the inaugural Robert McEwen Chair in Cardiac Regenerative Medicine at UHN

Geoffrey Liu, MD
Harvard School of Public Health
Medical oncologist and holder of the Alan B. Brown Chair of Molecular Genomics of Lung Cancer at UHN

Conrad Liles, MD, PhD
University of Washington
Head of Infectious Diseases at the University of Toronto

Gordon Keller, MD, PhD
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York
A leading stem cell researcher recruited as the Founding Director of the McEwen Centre for Regenerative Medicine at UHN

Gang Zheng, PhD
University of Pennsylvania
Molecular imaging expert and recipient of the Tanenbaum/Brazilian Ball Chair in Prostate Cancer Research at UHN

Brian Raught
Institute for Systems Biology, Seattle, Washington
Holds a Canada Research Chair in Proteomics and Molecular Medicine

Geoffrey Liu, MD
Harvard School of Public Health
Medical oncologist and holder of the Alan B. Brown Chair of Molecular Genomics of Lung Cancer at UHN

Conrad Liles, MD, PhD
University of Washington
Head of Infectious Diseases at the University of Toronto

Gordon Keller, MD, PhD
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York
A leading stem cell researcher recruited as the Founding Director of the McEwen Centre for Regenerative Medicine at UHN

Gang Zheng, PhD
University of Pennsylvania
Molecular imaging expert and recipient of the Tanenbaum/Brazilian Ball Chair in Prostate Cancer Research at UHN

Brian Raught
Institute for Systems Biology, Seattle, Washington
Holds a Canada Research Chair in Proteomics and Molecular Medicine

Geoffrey Liu, MD
Harvard School of Public Health
Medical oncologist and holder of the Alan B. Brown Chair of Molecular Genomics of Lung Cancer at UHN

Conrad Liles, MD, PhD
University of Washington
Head of Infectious Diseases at the University of Toronto

Gordon Keller, MD, PhD
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York
A leading stem cell researcher recruited as the Founding Director of the McEwen Centre for Regenerative Medicine at UHN

Gang Zheng, PhD
University of Pennsylvania
Molecular imaging expert and recipient of the Tanenbaum/Brazilian Ball Chair in Prostate Cancer Research at UHN
Director-Elect Brings Strong Credentials and Visionary Leadership to Leading Cancer Institute

American signalling biologist Dr. Benjamin Neel will join the Ontario Cancer Institute as its new director, an appointment announced in spring 2006.

Dr. Neel, who studies cell signalling by protein tyrosine phosphatases in mouse models, is recognized as a world leader in the field of cancer biology and signal transduction. He has received several awards, including the first American Association for Cancer Research Gertrude Elion Award and an NIH Merit Award.

Formerly a Professor at Harvard Medical School, he was also Director of the Cancer Biology Program and Deputy Director, Basic Research, Hematology/Oncology Division at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, a major Harvard teaching hospital.

“This spirit of collegiality was among the most powerful incentives for me to take this position.”

Dr. Neel is a dynamic researcher and an inspirational leader. He combines outstanding scientific productivity with a strong advocacy for the ultimate clinical application of cancer research. He’s a powerful addition to the internationally-recognized OCI team,” says Dr. Christopher J. Paige, Vice President, Research, UHN.

Already received from OCI investigators,” wrote Dr. Neel in a welcome email to OCI investigators. “This spirit of collegiality was among the most powerful incentives for me to take this position.”
Inaugural Director Launches Regenerative Medicine Centre with Stem Cell Focus

Dr. Gordon M. Keller—a pioneer in embryonic stem cell research—has been named the first Director of the McEwen Centre for Regenerative Medicine (MCRM) at UHN.

“This is truly an exciting opportunity,” says Dr. Keller. “There is an enormous pool of talented regenerative medicine researchers in Toronto. My goal as the Director of the MCRM is to create an environment that will foster cross-disciplinary interactions and encourage investigators to work synergistically towards the development of innovative regenerative medicine approaches.”

Dr. Keller is past president of the International Society for Stem Cell Research and the immediate past director of the Black Family Stem Cell Institute at Mount Sinai School of Medicine (New York City). He was selected following an international search to further the McEwen Centre's strengths in the field of regenerative medicine.

“The recruitment of Dr. Keller is a tremendous coup for UHN and the McEwen Centre. His reputation for scientific excellence, his vision and his leadership will greatly contribute to the establishment of the MCRM as a Canadian hub for regenerative medicine,” says Dr. Paige

The McEwen Centre for Regenerative Medicine

The McEwen Centre for Regenerative Medicine was established at UHN in 2003 with a generous donation from Robert and Cheryl McEwen. Its mission is to be a catalyst for regenerative medicine research by facilitating collaborations and promoting research and awareness to accelerate the development of better, more effective treatments for life-threatening conditions such as cancer, heart disease, diabetes, respiratory disease and spinal cord injury. The McEwen Centre launch is scheduled for October 25, 2006.
The UHN Guided Therapeutics (GTx) team recognizes that you can’t hit a target days after you’ve seen it. They are working to accurately administer therapies in real time by combining them with medical imaging technologies.

PMH/OCI physicists Dr. David Jaffray, leader of the GTx initiative, and Dr. Jeffrey Siewerdsen are part of a team of researchers who were the first to test a new technology called the cone-beam CT—a sophisticated form of computed tomography, or CT, scanning that helps direct radiation treatment.

Explains Dr. Jaffray, “Before, radiation oncologists were dependent on imaging information from days ahead of the radiation treatment. This system uses minimal amounts of radiation to target and then irradiate in the same session.”

A Common Desire for Increased Precision
Since this first step, the GTx initiative has grown out of a common desire to translate the use of guided therapeutics to other imaging technologies and clinical problems outside the realm of radiation therapy.

The physicists have teamed up with head and neck cancer surgeon Dr. Jonathan Irish (OCI/PMH) to combine the cone-beam CT imaging systems with a surgical tool called a C-arm that takes

“It provides improved surgical confidence in a complicated terrain, such as the skull, making it extremely useful for assessing our work and for training new surgeons.”

Dr. Jonathan Irish
images during surgery, providing a map for the surgeon.

“It provides improved surgical confidence in a complicated terrain, such as the skull, making it extremely useful for assessing our work and for training new surgeons,” says Dr. Irish.

Along the same lines, UHN’s Drs. Walter Kucharczyk, John Trachtenberg, Masoom Haider and others are combining magnetic resonance (MR) imaging with robotic devices to create new ways to treat solid organ tumours, which are otherwise difficult to image.

UHN neuroscientists also make use of these technologies for their innovative work in spinal cord repair. “By combining MR and CT imaging to target delivery of our stem cell therapies to specific injury sites in the spinal cord, we hope to maximize the potential of these new therapies and improve results in the clinic,” says Dr. Michael Fehlings (TWRI/TWH).

Healing with a “Toxic” Light

Also contributing to GTx’s arsenal of imaging technologies are OCI/PMH’s Drs. Brian Wilson and John Trachtenberg. Instead of radiation, they use lasers to image tumours in a less toxic way and are working towards combining their imaging capabilities with photodynamic therapies that make use of light-activated drugs.

“Bringing together all these groups, it’s clear GTx will be a seed for the development of other new and interesting collaborative research projects in the future. Applying the research and technology know-how to the complex clinical problems that are part of UHN’s clinical mandate helps keep us on the cutting edge as a research hospital,” says Dr. Jaffray.
Drug Discovery Takes UHN on Global Journey

As a research hospital UHN goes to the ends of the earth in order to understand how drugs work and get them into the hands of clinicians.

An important research focus at UHN is studying disease mechanisms to find treatments which can be moved quickly and safely through the drug discovery pipeline.

Partners in Discovery
One drug discovery initiative takes UHN to the other side of the world—specifically to Shanghai, home of the new Shanghai-Toronto Institute for Health Research. A partnership between UHN and two members of the Chinese Academy of Sciences—the Institute of Health Sciences and Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry—this facility is a research hub of biomarker and medicinal chemistry laboratories.

But sometimes UHN just goes across the street to find expertise in this area. New TGRI/TGH recruit Dr. Lakshmi Kotra, a former UT professor, is a medicinal chemist who collaborates with UHN structural biologist Dr. Emil Pai and infectious disease scientists Drs. Kevin Kain and Eleanor Fish, among others.

“As by combining computer modelling with biochemistry and state-of-the-art strategies, we can design new drugs and then test them in the lab,” says Dr. Kotra. “Right now we are working on developing new drugs against malaria, other infectious diseases and cancer.”

Disruptive Behaviour Beneficial
A few blocks away at TWRI/TWH, Dr. Michael Tymianski has been exploring innovative approaches to developing drugs to curb the effects of stroke and head injuries.

“Stroke is a devastating neurological condition that results in a
serious socioeconomic burden. Preventing brain damage in stroke is key to maintaining functions such as speech, balance, walking and one's independence. We're developing new molecules that disrupt certain interactions between brain proteins that cause stroke damage instead of attacking the brain molecules themselves, so as to prevent side effects,” says Dr. Tymianski. “A compound called Tat-NR2B9c is particularly promising and is in early stage testing.”

By combining computer modelling with biochemistry and state-of-the-art strategies, we can design new drugs and then test them in the lab.

**Dr. Lakshmi Kotra**

---

**Unique Program Recognized Internationally**

Moving these discoveries into testing after they have been proven safe and effective requires clinical trials expertise, which is well established over at PMH. Oncologists Drs. Malcolm Moore, Amit Oza and Lillian Siu are the driving forces behind the Bras Family Drug Development Program at OCI/PMH. This flagship program holds the only NIH/NCI contract for Phase II trials in Canada, giving PMH access to and funding for new investigational cancer drugs.

“This contract gives us an opportunity to provide Toronto cancer patients with access to treatments that would otherwise be unobtainable for them,” explains Dr. Moore. It’s research like this alongside the other elements of the drug discovery program that helps make UHN a great place for patients.
Imagine this scenario: A fifty-eight year old man presents with his first heart attack which injures the front of the heart. He is treated with clot-busting medication and he undergoes stent implantation into the artery supplying the damaged region.

However, the function of that part of his heart does not recover and he is at high risk to develop progressive heart failure which can be fatal. His own stem cells are harvested from his bone marrow (by needle puncture in the hip bone). The cells are grown in the laboratory, enhanced with specific genes and then administered to the patient. The cells help the heart recover and the man goes on to live a long and healthy life.

Sound like science fiction? It’s not as far off as you might think, and UHN researchers are looking into this visionary future with an area of research called regenerative medicine, unique because it harnesses the body’s own biology—cells, tissues and organs—to heal.

**Predicting Lung Transplant Success**

UHN is known for historical firsts in regenerative medicine dating back to before the field existed. A pair of important ‘firsts’ in tissue replacements took place at UHN: the successful single and double lung transplants performed by Dr. Joel Cooper in 1983 and 1986.

The tradition continues at UHN to this day. One of the biggest hurdles in transplantation is finding a compatible donor. TGRI/TGH researchers Drs. Shaf Keshavjee, Marc de Perrot, Mingyao Liu and Thomas Waddell are optimizing this process by improving donor lung selection and utilization before surgery.

“Recently we showed that by checking the gene expression of several immune molecules we can more accurately assess whether the transplantation will be a success. Using this information, hopefully, we can improve donor organ utilization in lung transplants,” explains Dr. Keshavjee.

**Harnessing the Body’s Healing Power**

UHN researchers are also investigating how to transplant healthy cells and tissues into patients. TGRI/TGH cardiovascular researchers Drs. Ren-Ke Li, Richard Weisel, Terrence Yau and Donald Mickle are trying to improve cell therapy by combining it with gene therapy—working towards the future scenario described above.
“Cell survival is a major problem in cell therapy,” says Dr. Li. “When we use gene therapy to add growth factors to the mix, there is increased blood vessel growth at the site of injury, which is key for increased cell survival.”

**Manipulating embryonic stem cells may give us the tools to manufacture large numbers of cells for potential therapies as well as for testing toxicity and efficacy of new drugs. Dr. Gordon Keller**

“Cell survival is a major problem in cell therapy,” says Dr. Li. “When we use gene therapy to add growth factors to the mix, there is increased blood vessel growth at the site of injury, which is key for increased cell survival.”

**Stem Cells: Raw Material for Transformation**

Stem cells are an important part of many regenerative medicine strategies since they are the “chameleons” of the cell world: under the right circumstances a stem cell can develop into one of many different types of cells. In 1961, OCI/PMH researchers Drs. Ernest McCulloch and James Till were the first to prove the existence of bone marrow stem cells and colleague Dr. Norman Iscove has been an innovator in the field for more than thirty years. So you could say UHN’s deep “roots” in the “stem” cell field continue to “flower”!

Many UHN researchers are following in their footsteps. Dr. Gordon Keller, the newly recruited Director of the McEwen Centre for Regenerative Medicine, is investigating how embryonic stem cells mature into different cell types. “Manipulating embryonic stem cells may give us the tools to manufacture large numbers of cells for potential therapies as well as for testing toxicity and efficacy of new drugs,” Dr. Keller explains.

Another stem cell leader at UHN is Dr. John Dick, who has been at the cutting edge of the re-emerging cancer stem cell field. His lab was the first to pinpoint cancer stem cells—cells that have the potential to trigger cancer—from tumours and show that they could initiate leukemia in animal models.

It’s often said that today’s science is tomorrow’s medicine: that today’s discoveries in the lab will, in the future, be available in the clinic and pharmacy as treatment options. As a research hospital UHN is making the inventive concepts a reality and our patients will clearly benefit.
Research Funding Revenues

UHN RESEARCH CORE FUNDING
(Thousands of dollars)

- Princess Margaret Hospital Foundation: $12,986
- Toronto General & Western Hospital Foundation: $2,500
- Arthritis & Autoimmunity Research Centre Foundation: $1,250
- Ministry of Health & Long Term Care: $2,816
- Recoveries: $6,496
- Investment income: $4,441
- Other: $6,087

TOTAL: $36,576

MAJOR SOURCES OF EXTERNAL FUNDING
(Thousands of dollars)

- Canadian Institutes of Health Research: $23,127
- Canada Foundation for Innovation: $11,716
- Ontario Innovation Trust: $9,086
- National Cancer Institute of Canada: $8,316
- Ontario R&D Challenge Fund: $5,582
- National Institutes of Health (US): $5,200
- Heart and Stroke Foundations: $4,236
- Ontario Cancer Research Network: $3,498
- Ontario Genomics Institute: $2,594
- Canada Research Chairs Program: $2,173

TOTAL: $152,681

All figures represent fiscal year 2005/06 and include Ontario Cancer Institute (Princess Margaret Hospital); Toronto General Research Institute (Toronto General Hospital); and Toronto Western Research Institute (Toronto Western Hospital). Figures are rounded.

These figures have been provided by UHN Research Financial Services and Research Grant and Contract Services. These figures have not been audited. However, they have been included in the overall UHN statements and, as a result, have been subjected to audit procedures deemed appropriate by auditors in order to determine their overall reasonableness.
External Agencies
Funding UHN Research

Abbott Laboratories
Aegera Therapeutics
Agouron Pharma
American Heart Association
Albany Heritage Foundation
Allergan
Allos Therapeutics
Alzheimer Society of Canada
Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association
American Association for Thoracic Surgery
American Association of Neurological Surgeons and Congress of Neurological Surgeons
American Cytoscope Makers
American Digestive Health Foundation
Amgen
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
Argos Therapeutics
AnorMED
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
Association of Medical Microbiological & Infectious Disease Canada
Association Française contre les Myopathies
Astellas Pharma Canada
Astra Pharma
AstraZeneca Canada
Aventis Pasteur Limited
Banting and Best Diabetes Centre
Bausch and Lomb
Baxter Healthcare Corporation
Bedman Coulter
Berlex Canada
Berlex Laboratories
BioAxone, Stryker Biotech
Biogen IDEC
Biogen Idec
Biogen Idec
Biotherics
Boehringer Ingelheim
Boston Scientific
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Canada Foundation for Innovation
Canada Health Infoway
Canadian Anesthesiologists Society
Canadian Arthritis Network
Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation
Canadian Breast Cancer Research Alliance
Canadian Breast Cancer Research Foundation
Canadian Diabetes Association
Canadian Diabetes Association
Canadian Foundation for Aids Research
Canadian Health Services Research Foundation
Canadian Institutes of Health Research
Canadian Society of Atherosclerosis, Thrombosis and Vascular Biology
Canadian Space Agency
Canadian Urologic Oncology Group
Canadian Urology Research Consortium
Cancer Care Ontario
Cancer Research Institute
Cancer Research Society
Celsene Corporation
Cell Genesys
Cervical Spine Research Society
Change Foundation
Christopher Reeve Paralysis Foundation
CLP Research
Coley Pharmaceutical Group
Cyanamid
Delphi Therapeutics
Department of Justice Canada
Dompé S.p.A.
Eastman Kodak
ECHO Research
Edwards Lifesciences
EISA Medical Research
Elekta Instrument AB
Elekta Oncology Systems
Eli Lilly
Eli Lilly Canada
Enzon Pharmaceuticals
Epilepsy Canada
Expression Diagnostics
Eye Research Institute of Canada
Fisher Scientific
Foundation Fighting Blindness
Foundation for Lung Cancer
Fragile X Research Foundation
Genentech
Genexine
Gilead Sciences
GlowSmithKline
GTx
Guant/Advanced Cardiovascular Systems
Health Canada
Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada
Heart and Stroke Foundation of Ontario
Hoffman-La Roche
Hoosier Oncology Group
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Human Genome Sciences
IBM
IdentiX Pharmaceuticals
Ilex Oncology
ImmuneX Corporation
InMotion Investments Ltd
International Society for Clinical Densitometry
James S. McDonnell Foundation
Janssen-Ortho
Johnson & Johnson
Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
Kidney Foundation of Canada
Knoll Pharmaceutical Company
Kyowa Pharmaceutical
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society of Canada
Leukemia Research Foundation
Leukemia Research Fund of Canada
Light Sciences Corporation
Lumen Therapeutics
Lundbeck
Lupus Clinical Trials Consortium
Lupus Ontario
Medicare
Medtronic
Merck & Co.
Merck Frosst Canada & Co.
Metrigenix
Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research
Milken Institute
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care
Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation
National Alliance for Research on Schizophrenia and Depression
National Cancer Institute of Canada
National Colorectal Cancer Campaign
National Institutes of Health
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
NCE: Canadian Institute for Photonics Innovation
NCE: Canadian Network for Improved Outcomes in SLE
NCE: Canadian Network for Vaccines and Immunotherapeutics
NCE: Canadian Stroke Network
NCE: PENCE
NCE: Photonics Research Ontario
NCE: Stem Cell Network
NCE: Arthritis Center of Excellence
NMT Medical
Northern Therapeutics
NovaDx
Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research
Novartis Pharma AG
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Canada
Novo Nordisk A/S
NPS Allelix
Nycomed Amersham
Ontario Association of Medical Laboratories
Ontario Cancer Research Network
Ontario College Oncology Group
Ontario Genomics Institute
Ontario Health Institute
Ontario Research Corporation
Ontario HIV Treatment Network
Ontario Innovation Trust
Ontario Mental Health Foundation
Ontario Neurotrauma Foundation
Ontario R&D Challenge Fund
Ontario Thoracic Society
Ontario Women’s Health Council
Ortho Biotech
Parexel
Parkinson Society Canada
Parkinson Study Group
PDL BioPharma
Pediatric Oncology Group of Ontario
Peninsula Pharmaceuticals
Pfizer Canada
Pharmacy
Pharmacology
Physicians’ Research and Education Network
Physicians’ Services Incorporated Foundation
Picker International Canada
PMH Foundation
Possi Medical
Photonics Research Ontario
Procter & Gamble/Alexion Pharmaceuticals
Pulmonary Association
Foundation of Canada
Purdue-Pharma
R. Samuel McLaughlin Foundation
Reina Diaz-Apelle Health Region
Rheumatics
Roche Diagnostics GMBH
SAIC Frederick
Sangamo Biosciences
Sanofi
Sanofi-Aventis Canada
Sandwich
Schering Canada
Scripps Research Institute
Sepsis
Serono Canada
Serono International
Snell Medical Communication
Society of Chinese Bio-Scientists in America
Solutions By Sequence Spectranetics
Spiration
STEB ABEER N.V.
SuperGen
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation
Teva Neuroscience
Toronto Medical Laboratories
Tourette Syndrome Association
Trillium Therapeutics
US Army Department of Defense
US Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity
Unilever
University of British Columbia
University of Toronto
University Renal Research & Education Association
Valeant Pharmaceutical International
Vascular Research Society
Vascular Surgery
ViveLabs Biotech
Wyeth Canada
Xilix Technologies Corporation
XII Congres Panamericain de Rhumatologie
Younger Foundation
Zeneica Pharma
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Committees

**Biosafety Committee**
- Jim Brunton (Chair)
- Eric Baillie
- Tuyet Diep
- Ambrosio DiMagiba
- Zahir Hirji
- Ian McDermott
- Jeffrey Medin
- Badru Moloo
- Tim Savage
- John Shannon
- Juliet Sheldon
- Suzanne Trudel
- Jacque Tumak
- Joan Wither

**Radionuclide Safety Committee**
- Ian McDermott (Co-chair)
- Frank Tourneur (Co-chair)
- Neil Amos
- Jonathan Brotchie
- Ron Burke
- Marc Freeman
- Norman Iscove
- Scott Jarrett
- Shaun Ramdhany
- Allen Volchuk

**Research Ethics Board**
- BOARD A
  - Ronald Heslegrave (Chair)
- Alan Barolet
- Theodore Brown
- Derek Cathcart
- Steven Friedman
- Cindy Heinz
- Karen McRae
- Robert Richardson
- Katherine Roposa
- Heather Sampson
- Ron Seto
- Elizabeth Sloss
- Catherine Tansey
- Katherine Tsang
- Diane Watson
- Linda Wright

**Research Ethics Board**
- BOARD B
  - Ronald Heslegrave (Chair)
- Carol Bargman
- Ruth Anne Baron
- David Barth
- Wilfred Cassar-Demajo
- Paul Daly
- Mariel Escover
- Ludwik Fedorko
- Jin Huh
- Margaret Hume
- William Hutchison
- Patricia Lombard
- Roger McIntyre
- Vaska Micevski
- Judith Miller
- Alex Kerr (non-voting member)
- Katrine Milner (non-voting member)

**Research Ethics Board**
- BOARD C - ONCOLOGY
  - Ronald Heslegrave (Chair)
- Nancy Bestic
- Anthony Brade
- Carol Ann Buckley
- Eric Chen
- Laura Dawson
- Aurora De Borja
- Jeffrey Doi
- Michele Henry
- Azuzunissa Irumnaz
- Wey Leong
- Gina Lockwood
- Helen Mackay
- Warren Mason
- Michael McLean
- Jane Nagai
- Andre Schuh
- Donald Short
- Kittie Tomson
- John Waldron
- Woodrow Wells
- Paola Cubillos-Rizo

**Research Ethics Board**
- AD HOC MEMBERS
  - Sylvia Asa
  - Scott Boerner
  - Denis Bailey
  - Robert Bristow
  - Jagdish Butany
  - William Chapman
  - Runjan Chetty
  - Sidney Croul
  - Michael Crump
  - Sherene Ezzat
  - Anthony Fyles
  - Brenda Gallie
  - Ralph Gilbert
  - Abjihit Guha
  - Maha Guindi
  - David Hedley
  - Michael Johnston
  - Rita Kandel

**Research Ethics Board**
- MARK MINDEN
- Janet Murphy
- Brian O’Sullivan
- Bayardo Perez-Ordenez
- Joan Sweet
- Ming-Sound Tsao
- Erik Yeo
- Bruce Youngson
- Yeni Yucel

**Toronto Medical Discovery Tower at MaRS Closing Committee**
- Christopher J. Paige (Chair)
- Eleanor Fish
- Ian McDermott
- Linda Penn
- Richard Weisel
- Catherine Zahn

**Animal Care Committee**
- ONTARIO CANCER INSTITUTE
- Richard Hill (Co-chair)
- Norman Iscove (Co-chair)
- Monica Bailey
- Shelley Belford
- Alejandro Ceccarelli
- Tuula Kalliomaki
- Roberto Lopez
- Badru Moloo
- Beryl Nash
- Hitoshi Okada
- Christine Quarrington
- Jeffrey Siewersden
- Elisabeth Tillier

**Equipment Committee**
- ONTARIO CANCER INSTITUTE
- Gil Privé (Chair)
- Peter Cheung
- Richard Hill
- Dwayne Barber
- Ian McDermott
- Aaron Schimmer

**Space Committee**
- ONTARIO CANCER INSTITUTE
- Christopher J. Paige (Chair)
- Dwayne Barber
- Ambrosio DiMagiba
- Mitsu Ikura
- Rama Khokha
- Fei-Fei Liu
- Mark Minden
- Ian McDermott
- Linda Penn
- David Rose
- Rob Rottapel
- Ming-Sound Tsao
- Alex Vitkin
- Brian Wilson

**Clinical Research Unit Executive**
- PMH/OlC
- James Brierley
- Darlene Dale
- Gerald Devins
- Lee Fairclough
- Mary Gospodarowicz
- Jonathan Irish
- Michael Milosevic
- Martin O’Malley
- Tony Panzarella
- Michael Reedijk
- Patricia Shaw
- Frances Shephard
- Padraig Warde
- Susanna Sellmann

**Clinical Research Implementation Committee**
- CLINICAL RESEARCH UNIT, PMH/OlC
- Sheila Buchanan
- Lidia Casciaro
- Heather Cole
- Darlene Dale
Pamela Degendorfer
Jeff Doi
Vicky Gillman
Karen Hersey
Jennifer Hornby
Azizunissa Irumnaz
Jane Nagai
Tony Panzarella
Paola Rizo
Linda Purushuttam
LoriAnne Rayburn
Susanna Sellmann
Ron Seto
Diane Taylor
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